MR. SUN IN SIGN LANGUAGE

SUN
The sun sign has two parts. In the first part of sun, you make a circle with your index finger up above your head. In the second part, start with your fingers and thumb together and then spread them apart like you are shining a lamp down on yourself. To make it easier for toddlers, have them only motion the second part of this sign.

SHINE DOWN
Wiggle your fingers as you bring your hands towards you to act as the sun's rays shining down on you.

TREE
To sign tree, hold one hand up, your arm bent at the elbow, and wiggle your hand.
PLAY

To sign "play", take both hands and extend your pinkie fingers and thumbs, while keeping the rest of your fingers tucked in (the sign for the letter "Y."). Holding the two hands out with palms facing you, shimmy them around a little by twisting them back and forth. The sign looks a little like your hands are doing a little dance for joy. *Toddlers may find making the “Y” shape difficult—if so, have them simply shake or “dance” their hands.*

CHILDREN

*Children* is signed by acting as if you are patting children’s heads in front of you.

PLEASE

To sign "please", rub your hand in circles on your chest.
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